This Research report aims to analyze how graph theory can be applied to rumor propagation in limited social settings with a special emphasis on schools. In this paper, a modified Nearest Neighbour Algorithm has been used to reach a probabilistic weight for the edges of an Eulerian Graph and an equation has been proposed for the same, which is intended to complement the SIR model used to normally study rumor propagation by focusing on the propagated content, instead of the propagators.
Outline of his Method [2] In this research report, the endeavor has been to implement the concepts of Graph Theory to Rumor Propagation, a everyday activity that plays a role in all our lives in some capacity-. A rumor is defined as 'information or a story that is passed from person to person but has not been proven to be true' [3] . Every relation known to man can be represented as a graph, such as the Internet, where every device connected is a node and the connections between the devices are the edges [4] . Even social networks are commonly represented as graphs, with each user representing a node and the connections between users being depicted by edges [5] .
Till now, various models and algorithms have been proposed and used for information passing and routing like the Nearest Neighbour Algorithm [6] , the Djikstra's Algorithm [7] etc. The Nearest Neighbour Algorithm is the algorithm where information is transmitted to the closest node, but the downside to this is that it only looks at the distance between the nodes, or for specifically a single variable being the edge variable and information is passed to only one node, whereas in rumor passing, one person may transfer information to multiple nodes.
The Djikstra's Algorithm looks at the shortest path between any two nodes, but the downside to that is that there is no definite ending node to a rumor, making this algorithm tough to implement here. In this study, we will see the propagation of rumors in any social setting as a weighted graph using the concepts of graph theory The aim of this paper is to model the spreading of rumors physically in everyday school life and try to control this spread or alter it, something every teenager wants to know about, to use to his/her advantage! Here, the intention is to use a scaled version of the Nearest Neighbor algorithm, but enable multiple information transfers using probability. Furthermore, the edge value will no be the distance, but the probability, which depends on multiple variables. To start off, existing data about rumor propagation was analyzed. Most data was regarding viral rumors on social media, which varied slightly in terms of setting as compared to a school rumor in terms of number of possible nodes and the edges between each node. In social media, a post reaches every friend, while in school, every friend needs to be told personally by another friend. The next step was to interview a set of 100 teenagers across various age groups was interviewed and asked what factors would make them pass on a rumor and what wouldn't, after which a few harmless rumors were spread around to test these factors.
Here, A, B, C, D, E, F represent different individuals in schools like teachers, students etc.
[9]
Material and Method-Proposed Hypothesis
Analogous to Graph Theory, every individual in the school will be considered a node on the graph and the edges of the graph represent the transfer of the rumor from one person to the other. The weights of the graphs represent the probability of the rumor being passed on from one person to the next. The person starting the rumor will be considered the source node. The aspects that rumor propagation depends on are [15] :
1) Believability of the rumor [8] 2) Sociability of person or persons starting and or spreading the rumor [13] 3) Likeability of person about whom the rumor is. (Factor added from student poll) 4) Interestingness of rumor (accounting for maliciousness which impacts equation in a manner inversely proportional to likeability) [12] 5) Convenience of propagating the rumor (Factor added from student poll) 6) Interaction Time (Factor added from student poll) 7) Emotional or psychological or material reward by spreading the rumor versus Risk involved in spreading of the rumor [9] (Risk-Reward factor)
The believability of the rumor is directly proportional to the weight, the less believable a rumor is, the less likely it is that it will be propagated. The sociability of the person starting and/or spreading the rumors decides the number of edges connected to the node. A more social person will have more edges connected to the node, meaning more possible nodes that the information can be propagated to, spreading and speeding up the propagation.
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The likeability of a person/persons about whom the rumor is a very vital factor because a rumor about a disliked person will spread much faster, especially if negative. Interestingness of the rumor is directly related to the rate of spread of the rumor. An interesting rumor will spread incredibly fast compared to a boring one. Convenience of spreading the rumor is a factor that will apply to all other nodes except the source node, because the source node has some external motivation to spread the rumor for sure, while others may or may not.
As interaction time between two nodes increases, they are more likely to discuss a host of matters. Hence, as interaction time increases, probability of spreading rumors increases as they discuss more matters and have lesser subjects competing for more time. If interaction time between nodes is short, they are less likely to spend that time discussing a rumor. Furthermore, the reward plays a vital factor. The research on procrastination, which would apply in terms of the activity of spreading this rumor, factors this in as well [11] At the same time, risk factor applies in every situation. Humans are programmed to evaluate risk vs. reward in each activity, making it a vital part of this study. Risk versus Reward 89%
The formula works in most school-related settings and office settings for example, when the interaction time and convenience factors are extremely high, even a rumor will low believability, spreads: like one in our school about a boy not bathing for years. The formula does seem to lack efficiency in settings conducive only to gossip, that is, where groups of people congregate to discuss gossip only, like tea parties since even with low interaction time, rumors with low believability tend to spread extremely fast. The main lacking in the formula is the value of these constants since different settings have completely varied rumor-propagating rates and most factors are relative to conditions. Furthermore, it is possible that all factors may not have been accounted for as social settings often result due to completely disconnected, unforeseen factors.
CONCLUSION:
This research has aimed to establish basic research factors and an understanding of rumor propagation in social settings. By limiting the target group, the model is more accurate. The research shows that this subject is a lot more complicated than it appears. The intermingling of these factors and their effect on other factors further complicates matters but makes for an even more interesting area of study. More importantly, this research shows how everything can be analyzed using math and how math, and especially graph theory-is an integral part of our everyday lives!
